Let G be a connected semisimple linear algebraic group defined over an algebraic number field k. Denote by G k
Introduction* Let ffbea connected semisimple linear algebraic group defined over an algebraic number field k. We denote by G k the group of /^-rational points of G, and we write G A for its adelization.
The purpose of this paper is to show, under suitable assumptions on (?, that G k is, in a sense, "uniformly distributed" in G A with respect to a Haar measure on G A .
For each place v of k, let G kv be the group of /^-rational points of G where k v is the v-completion of k. If v is a finite place, let O υ be the maximal compact subring of k Ό . Then G Ov , the group of 0^-rational points of G 9 is an open compact subgroup of G kv . We set Goo = Π Gk Ό f G Λf = Π' Gk (restricted direct product).
Here &" (resp. & f ) denotes the set of all infinite (resp. finite) places of fc. Then we have 
domain SL in G^, let N(S(j), SJ) be the number of points in the set (S(j) x SJ) Π G k . It is easy to see that N(S(j), SJ) is finite.
We say that a sequence {S(j)}f =1 has the uniform distribution property with respect to a Haar measure dg on G A if the following equality holds for any relatively compact domain £«, in G^: dg .
Gk\G A
Note that the above statement does not depend on the choice of a Haar measure on G A .
Let dg f be a Haar measure on G Af . Then our main result is stated as follows. THEOREM 
Notation being as above, assume that G is anisotropic (namely that G k \G A is compact). Furthermore, we assume that G is absolutely almost simple^ and simply connected^. Then the sequence {S(j)}f =ί has the uniform distribution property with respect to a Haar measure dg, if the equality (0.1) is satisfied:
(0. 1) lim \ dg f = + REMARK 1. The additional assumption that G is absolutely almost simple can be replaced by the following weaker assumption (A).
(A) For QβS^, if G ki is noncompact then G is & 9 -almost simple (namely that G has no proper closed connected normal subgroups defined over fc β ) and G k G h is dense in G A .
Note that G has the property (A) if G is absolutely almost simple and simply connected, by virtue of the strong approximation theorem (cf. [9] , [11] , and [12]). REMARK 2. There are numbers of examples of G satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 1 (e.g., quaternion unitary groups constructed by G. Shimura in [14] ).
Even if G is not anisotropic, it is probable that an analogue of Theorem 1 is available. At present we can prove only the following: THEOREM 
Let G be SL 2 (regarded as a linear algebraic group defined over k). Then the sequence {S(i)}~= L has the uniform distribution property if (0.1) is satisfied.
We present an implication of our results. Assume that G υ This implies that G has no proper closed connected normal subgroups. 2) For the definition, see [8] , p. 189.
ON THE UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION PROPERTY 165 satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 1. Assume k = Q and Sf { p} 3) . Let Sj be the set of elements g in G Q such that the coordinates of p j g are integral and moreover satisfy some prescribed congruence conditions. Let U, V be relatively compact domains in G R , and let v(U\ v(V) be their volumes measured by a Haar measure on G R . We denote by N v (j) (resp. N v (j)) the number of elements in the set U Π S 3 (resp. V Π Sj). Then we have
A special case of Theorem 1 was first obtained by M. Kuga in [10] when G is the group of indefinite division quaternions with reduced norm 1 5) . Several ideas in [10] together with recent results of Howe and Moore [7] are basic in our present paper.
Note that H. Yoshida shows in [16] that Theorem 2 for k = Q leads to his distribution law for PSL (2, Z[l/p])-elliptic conjugacy classes.
I would like to express here my deep gratitude to Professor T. Shintani for his suggestion of the problem considered here, his many mathematical and linguistical advices and his constant encouragement during the preparation of this paper.
NOTATION. For a complex number s, we denote by Im s (resp. Re s) the imaginary (resp. real) part of s. For an algebraic number field k, we denote by A and / the adele ring of k and the idele group of k, respectively. We denote by \a\ A the module of an idele α, given by the equality d{ax) -\a\ A dx where dx is a Haar measure on A. For a locally compact topological space X, we denote by C\X) the space of continuous functions on X and denote by Cc(X) the space consisting of feC\X) with compact support. For 3) We assume that GQ P is noncompact. 4) In fact, our result implies the following asymptotic formula for Nuϋ 
Nv(3)~vol (ΓXGR^-viU)-\Γ\Sj\
as i->oo. 5) C. Pommerenke obtained in [13] the following similar results, while his method seems to be different from ours.
Let A be a positive definite symmetric integral matrix of size m^5. Set XF or a positive integer n, put
Let A be the set consisting of positive integers n such that SnΦΦ-Then the sequence {S n } n e Λ is uniformly distributed in X with respect to a suitable measure on X. For a finite dimensional vector space V over C, we denote by End c (F) the C-algebra of C-endomorphisms on V. If T is a Cendomorphism on a C-vector space with an inner product, we denote by Γ* the adjoint of T with respect to the inner product. If τ is an unitary representation of a compact group M on a finite dimensional vector space V over C, we set dim τ -dim c V. 
To prove the proposition, we need the next lemma. We can choose a subsequence {ξ ίk }ΐ=i of {<^ }£=i such that
be a decomposition of S(j) into a disjoint union of left iΓ-cosets. (The number N 3 -equals deg^ .) It is easily verified that
ξi{) Σ
Hence we have, for g e G A , i k -dp, i)/t>| dp, DM 
Contradiction! The lemma has been established.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let us consider any two relatively compact domains SL, SI' in G M satisfying Si c S" (we denote by
Si the closure of Si in GJ. We choose a real-valued continuous function f^ on G^ satisfying the following conditions (1.6) and (1. 
-oo
We have
In view of the conditions (1.6) and (1.7) imposed on ψ^, we have
here we set ^(S™) = ί .^djr.ίi = 1, 2). Then (1.6) and (1.7) imply that
ombining two inequalities (1.9) and (1.10), we get
It is easy to see
Hence we get the following two inequalities; Similar arguments for the inequality (1.12) (in this case, we set Si' = SJ lead to
J-*oo / JS(j)XSoo

Thus we have lim ΛΓ(S(i), SJ
This implies that the sequence {S(i)}JU has the uniform distribution property with respect to a Haar measure on G A , and hence the proposition has been proved.
2* In this section, we assume that G is anisotropic, simply connected, and satisfies the condition (A).
We shall prove the following: PROPOSITION We shall pick up a well-chosen orthonormal basis of L\G k \G A jK) and prove that the equality (2.1) holds for each member of this basis. Then Lemma 2 implies that the equality (2.1) will hold for any f eL\G k \G A /K) and hence Proposition 2 will be proved.
Let Π be the right regular representation of 
Let π be an irreducible unitary representation of k-almost simple, simply connected linear algebraic group [G defined over a local field k on a Hilbert space H. For any x,yeH, set p x , y (g) = (ττ(g)x, y). Then p Xjy vanishes at infinity if π is not one dimensional.
(Here we say that a continuous function / on a locally compact group G vanishes at infinity, if, for any ε > 0, there exists a compact subset C of G such that sup^β-c |/(flθ| < ε I n case that G is 6) In case G=SL(2) over a g-adic field kg, this result easily follows from the existence of the Kirillov model of p (that is to say, p is realized on a closed subspacê f of L 2 (k*), and, for any /6^T and for any aek*, we have (cf. [4] , Appendix to Chapter II, n°2 and n°5)).
compact, every continuous function is said to vanish at infinity.) Thus we conclude that the function on G h given by g 6 h-> I (πάgϊ^ff, /i) β | (1 ^ m ^ dim F β ) vanishes at infinity. In view of (2.6), the proof of Proposition 3 has now been reduced to the following lemma. LEMMA Hence έ%f is orthogonal to C l. Thus we have fc -(/, V)\v\\ ^ ||9>*ίy/degf y -(φ, l)/v\\ + ||f* Hence the proof of Proposition 2 in our case has now been reduced to the verification of the following two propositions. PROPOSITION 4. // (0.1) is satisfied, the equality It is known that the right regular representation on 3ίf decomposes into a direct orthogonal sum of at most countable irreducible and factorizable unitary representations with finite multiplicities (cf. 
where u(g) e U A , h(g) e H Af and m(g) e M. We normalize the Haar measure dg on G A by putting, for any feC°e(
Here we set We normalize the Haar measure dg^ on G^ so that dg = dgJLg f (g = goog/), where dί/ and dg f are given by (3.4) and (3.5), respectively. Let I λ be the subgroup of / consisting of ideles with module 1. For a positive real number λ, we denote by £(λ) the idele such that £(λ) β = 1 for every Q e & f and ξ(X) v = λ for every v e ^ Let N be the image of {£(λ); λ > 0} by the natural projection from / to fe x \/. Then we have k*\I = (fcVi) x iV (direct product) .
Let X x be the set of all unitary characters on H k \H A which are trivial on the image of N by the natural isomorphism from & X \J to H k \H A . Then X x can be identified with the dual of fc x \/ le Since fcVi is compact, Xi is discrete (cf. [15] , Chap. VII, § 4).
We fix a complete system Λf~ of representatives of equivalence classes of finite dimensional irreducible unitary representations of M. Let H τ be the representation space of reikP. For ZeX ίf let H T (X) be the subspace of H τ consisting of all vectors v e H τ which satisfy the following equality:
We denote by Xχ(τ) the set of all elements Z e X x such that H T (X) Φ 0. It is easy to see that X t (τ) is a finite set.
For is given by the following formula (cf. [5] , §7, (7.8)):
Here ||Γ||ϊ denotes dimz Tr(2Ύ*) for ΓeEnd c (iί Γ ), and we set (3.10) J = jseC Re s = -, Im s < 0i .
The following lemma is easily proved.
LEMMA 6. Let {ΓiJiU be a sequence of bounded linear operators on a Hίlbert space H such that sup^ || T ά \\ < oo, and let H' be a dense subspace of H. Assume that, for any v e H', (3.11) lim||2>|| =0.
j-»oo
Then the equality (3.11) holds for any veH.
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 4. Let T ά be a linear operator on Θ given by
We have already seen that || T^H ^ 2(j = 1, 2, -•). We set Jlί M = Π e^oo Λί Then ilί^ is a maximal compact subgroup of G M . Let be the space consisting of all continuous functions on U A H k \G A /K satisfying the following conditions (3.12) and (3.13). is right ilC-finite.
Let Θ' be the linear space spanned by elements Θ F with Then θ' is a dense subspace of θ. Now we shall prove that the following equality holds for any
(3.14) lim||Γy^|| -0 .
Then, in view of Lemma 6, Proposition 4 will be proved. To show the equality (3.14), we need the next lemma. 
7== Σ Σ t
The equality (3.16) implies that the last two terms of the right side of the above equality cancel each other, and hence the lemma is proved. Since Θ F is, as a function on G^, right il^-finite, and since θ F *ξj is right jK-invariant, there exists a finite subset L of AP such that τeM~ -L always implies (#,.*£/)(«, X, τ) = 0(i = 1, 2, •) for any seC and for any XeX^τ).
Thus the right side of (3.15) is a finite sum. Hence, to verify the equality (3.14), we have only to show that the following equality holds for any τeikP and any ZeX^r): Hence the proof of (3.17), and hence of Proposition 4 has now been reduced to the verification of the following equality for any F e £&, (recall that J is given by (3.10)).
To establish the equality (3.18), we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 8. For Fe&,τeM~, and XeXfa), there exists a positive constant C such that the following inequality holds for any seJ = {seC\Res = 1/2, Ims < 0}: In view of (3.22), we have, for s e J = {s e C | Re s = 1/2, Im s < 0}, (3.24) I^( 1 ))!^^/) IITim'
)\\ τ d9fdm
Cί
Similarly we obtain the following inequality for s e J:
(3.25) Γ r C 2 dim τ\ I I β{h{mg-f 1 )) I^G//)^/Ô n the other hand, it is known that, for any se J 9 (3.26)
Here C 3 is a positive constant which depends only on τ and Z (cf.
[5], § 6, (6.16)). Combining (3.21), (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26), we obtain the inequality (3.19) if we set C = (d + C 2 C 3 ) dim r. Hence the lemma has been proved. We set, for seC,
By virtue of Lemma 8, the proof of (3.18), and hence of Proposi- Here g denotes the order of the residue field of fc 9 . We normalize the Haar measure dm Q on Λf f l so that
S
We set, for gr e G feg and s 6 C, Changing the order of integrations, we obtain 0(8, ζj) = π, j β {i) ω *to ι >*> d 0*
Applying Lemma 5, we observe that it is enough to establish the following. LEMMA 9. For every Q e & f , the function on G h given by g\-> u) 6 (g, 1/2) vanishes at infinity.
Proof. As is well-known, the zonal spherical function ω^g, 1/2) is a matrix coefficient of an irreducible unitary representation of SL 2 (& 8 ) belonging to the principal series. Hence the lemma follows from the general result of Howe and Moore (stated in § 2 as Lemma 4). However, in the following, we give a direct proof of the lemma based on the precise knowledge on the behavior of a) 6 (g, 1/2) on G h .
By virtue of the explicit formula for the zonal spherical function on G k (cf. [4] , Chap. II, § 3.10), we have for n ^ 0. Hence Thus Theorem 2 has been completely proved.
